DIRECTIONS: IN EACH BOX, YOU ARE TO CREATE A SENTENCE OR TWO CORRECTLY USING EACH VOCABULARY WORD OR WORD FORM FROM THE WORD LIST. IN ADDITION, YOU MUST INCLUDE A CONTEXT CLUE THAT SHOWS THE MEANING OF THE WORD AND LABEL WHAT CONTEXT CLUE YOU USED (SYNONYM, DEFINITION, ETC.). VARY THE TYPE OF CONTEXT CLUES YOU USE AND HIGHLIGHT THE VOCABULARY WORD AND CONTEXT CLUE USED IN EACH SENTENCE. FINALLY, DRAW AND COLOR A PICTURE THAT CLEARLY REPRESENTS THE WORD'S MEANING. ALL WORDS MUST BE USED.
CONTEXT CLUE:
Definition

Grover *endeavored* to clean the pond. *Endeavor* means to attempt eagerly.

CONTEXT CLUE:
Implied Meaning

Percy *succumbed* to temptation. *Succumb* means to give in to temptation or desire.

CONTEXT CLUE:
Antonym

Instead of *gingerly* moving the box, Ivars moved it roughly.

CONTEXT CLUE:
Synonym

Annabeth hoped the large *abrasion* or *scraps* on her leg would heal quickly.